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Wellesley College
● Founding: 1870 by Henry and Pauline Durant; first students arrived 1875
● School Type: A private, nonprofit liberal arts college for women accredited 
by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges
● Degrees: Baccalaureate
● Location: Wellesley, Massachusetts (12 miles west of Boston)
● President: Paula A. Johnson is Wellesley's 14th president
● Enrollment: 2,350 students
● Majors: More than 50 departmental and interdepartmental majors
● Average Class Size: 17 to 20 students; 7:1 student-faculty ratio
● Length of Study: 86 percent graduate within four years; 91 percent 
graduate within six years
Wellesley College
Created in partnership with Chip and Dan Heath, 
authors of the bestselling book Made To Stick, this 
template advises users on how to build and deliver 
a memorable presentation of a new product, 
service, or idea.
Background
● I arrived 7 years ago and was hired to fix gaps in technology
● Accessing data was identified as a major issue across the board
● Home grown Datamart served the reporting needs
○ No governance, so technologists were providing data based on 
departmental requests/definitions
○ Many departmental MS Access databases and reports
○ Institutional Research had PCs full of downloaded data for use with 
SAS and SPSS
○ Backups/Security was a major concern
● We needed a new system

Beast to Beauty - a transformation
● Choosing a solid technology is critically important, but these 
transformations are NOT about Technology
● It is all about people & process - create structures to manage this
● Change Management
○ Don’t talk about technology
○ Instead talk about how transformation will make their lives better
○ Practical Governance is critical - opinions are important and always 
welcome, but at the end of the day someone needs to make a decision 
and it will be taken!
○ Communication
Governance
● Every department were led to believe that they are the owners of data from 
their domain and that they decided on sharing - bad idea!
● We declared that all data are owned by the College and that the 
departments are data stewards - in plain English “You are responsible for 
the management of data and its integrity, but, sorry, you don’t get a chance 
to decide who gets access to data”
● Initial committee consisted of senior members from Admissions, Registrar’s 
Office, IR, Student Life and LTS
● I was asked to lead the committee
The Easy Part
Technology - I recommended 
iStrategy as the solution and it was 
adopted
The Hard Part - Data!
● Decentralization
● Definition
● Security
● Access
● Integration
● ….
● ….
The Hard Part - Data!
“Do we know how many students we have?” - A straightforward 
question with no simple answer!
“Hong Kong's University Grants Committee (UGC), a governmental 
body, reports that the City University of Hong Kong enrolled a total 
of 14,325 students in 2016-17 in UGC-funded programs -- the 
agency reports the same 14,325 figure for both head count and 
full-time-equivalent enrollment -- while QS reports the university 
enrolls 9,240 students.” - Rankings Math Questioned
WANDA was born!
● Long story short…
● Several meetings, going back and forths (“should we determine 
full time status based on units or # of courses?” etc), change in 
leadership in IR (totally not related to this project), Wellesley 
ANalytics Decision Support Analytics was born
● We released it slowly and strategically from early 2013 onwards
WANDA - Technology
● Microsoft SQL Server based
● Pyramid was the front end tool for Analytics
● Microsoft SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services) 
● Moving to Microsoft PowerBI
WANDA - Examples - Chair’s Dashboard
• Created by LTS and Institutional Research
• Shared by all academic departments
• Contains enrollments, graduation rates, etc. over 10 years in one 
place
– Impossible to find before!
• Used for annual reporting, external review processes, and other 
applications
• BTW, it is a self service!
FDCD: Table of Contents
FDCD: Overview Page
FDCD: Enrollments by Level
FDCD: Graduated Majors Page
WANDA - Examples - Explorations
• Requisitioned by a Classics faculty member
– Upon seeing the FDCD, he asked if there was a way to analyze the humanities
• Humanities enrollments are declining everywhere; what does this look like at Wellesley?
• Questions:
– When do students take humanities courses?
– Which humanities courses are most popular?
– Are there any humanities subjects/majors that are not declining?
– What was the impact of shadow grading on humanities enrollments?
– Are students double majoring more/less?
– Are students studying abroad more/less?
WANDA - Examples - Explorations
• Engineering: 
– One place for engineering enrollment data
– MIT, Olin, & Wellesley courses
– Show areas of particular interest for growth
• Science Center:
– Underrepresented minority students
– Compare between departments and to college
– Apply for (and receive) grants based on data
• Enrollment Planning:
– Dashboard for a committee to view trends
– Edging toward predictive analytics
WENDY: Overview Page
WENDY: Map of Alums by Country
